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1 REBUTTALTESTIMONY OF
2 LINDSAY N. DURBIN
3

4 1. introditotton

5 Q. Please state your name.

6 A. My name isLindsay N. Durbin. I am employed by Big Rivers Electric

7 Corporation ( Big Rivers ), 201 Third Street, Henderson, Kentucky 42420, as

8 its Chief Financial Officer. Asummary of my professional experience is

9 provided as Exhibit Durbin_l, attached to this testimony.

10 Q. Have you previously testified before the Kentucky PubHc Service Commission

("Commission") orother regulatory bodies?

Yes. I have testified or participated in cases before the Commission

13 several times on behalf of Big Rivers, most recently in Case Nos. 2014-00184,
y

14 2014-00230, 2014-00455, 2016-00306, 2017-00243 and 2017-00281.

15 Q. Please summarize the purpose ofyour testimony inthese proceedings.

The purpose ofmy testimony is to rebut the testimony ofLane Kollen

17 filed on behalf of intervenor Kentucky Industrial Utility Customers, Inc.

1® ( KIUC ). Mr. KoUen takes issue with the methodology Big Rivers employs to

1^ allocate fuel costs between native load and off-system sales for purposes of

20 calculating fuel adjustment clause ("FAC") charges. Although Big Rivers has

21 used its system weighted average fuel costs to calculate FAC charges for a

22 significant period of time, Mr. Kollen argues that the only acceptable

23 methodology is an hourly "stacking" approach.
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1 In this testimony, I first provide a briefoverview of the procedural

2 background and recent Commission cases relating to this issue. I then

3 explain that there is no single correct allocation methodology, and that, in

4 fact, even among the Commission-jvirisdictional utihties that use the hourly

5 stacking approach, there is not uniformity. I describe how Big Rivers'

6 methodology is reasonable, given the length of time Big Rivers has used it,

7 the Commission's prior acceptance of it, the fact that changing the

8 methodology as part of abase rate case would have virtually no net impact on

9 Big Rivers' revenues or rates to its members/customers, and the fact that

the methodology outside of a base rate case would not necessarily

11 result in lower FAC charges. I show that Big Rivers' FAC charges have been

12 reasonable and compare favorably to the other utilities. I explain why it

13 would be unreasonable to require Big Rivers to change methodologies outside

14 ofa base rate case, how forcing such a change outside ofa base rate case

15 could harm Big Rivers' members, and why the Commission should not order

16 the disallowance and refund Mr. KoUen seeks. I describe how Mr. KoUen's

17 calculations are flawed because they rely on a different methodology applied

to Big Rivers than the methodology Mr. Kollen advocates or the

^othodologies ofother utilities. I also address several ofthe erroneous

20 statements and claimsmade by Mr. Kollen.

21 Q. What is your recommendation in this matter?
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1 I recommend that the Commission approve Big Rivers' continued use

2 of its current methodology until Big Rivers files its next rate case, and deny

^ ®requests that Big Rivers be forced to change methodologies outside of
4 a base rate case and that Big Rivers be ordered to refund with interest

5 amounts already collected.

6 II. PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND

7 Q. Please describe the procedural background of the cases related to Big Rivers'

8 FAC allocation methodology.

9 A. The Commission instituted Case No. 2014-00230, a six-month review

Rivers FAC, on August 13, 2014. The Commission granted KIUC's

11 motion to intervene, and ahearing was held in that case on November 12,

12 2014. The Commission delayed issuing adecision in that case at the request

13 of the parties to allow the parties an opportunity to negotiate apotential

14 settlement. On February 5, 2015, the Commission instituted Case No. 2014-

15 00455, a two-year review of Big Rivers' FAC. The Commission consolidated

16 Case Nos. 2014-00230 and 2014-00455 and made KIUC aparty to Case No.

17 2014-00455 by order dated February 19, 2015. The Commission granted the

Office ofthe Attorney General's ("AG") request to intervene in the

19 consoHdated proceedings on April 8, 2015. On May 21, 2015, the Commission

the parties request in the consoHdated proceedings to suspend the
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1 remaining items on the procedural schedule while the parties attempted to

2 finalize a settlement.

3 Q. Was a settlement finalized?

4 A. Yes. Asettlement was reached and was incorporated into a

5 Stipulation and Recommendation ('Stipulation") that was approved by order

6 of the Commission on July 27, 2015, in the consolidated proceedings. In the

7 Stipulation, Big Rivers agreed that, despite its continued belief that its

8 allocation methodology was reasonable and that requiring it to change to a

9 stacking methodology outside of a base rate case was unreasonable, itwas

in a position that would allow it to allocate some margins it had

three member-owners: three distribution cooperatives (the

Members") who provide retail electric service to approximately 116,000

13 consumers/member-owners across Western Kentucky. The margins were to

14 be provided to the Members through up to 15 monthly FAC credits of

15 $311,111.11 each, beginning with the August 2015 service month and ending

16 with the October 2016 service month. Big Rivers also agreed to propose

switching its allocation methodology to a stacking methodology inits next

18 base rate proceeding, which was expected to be filed in the first quarter of

^916. Inconsideration, KIUC and the AG agreed to forgo any challenge to

20 Big Rivers' FAC methodology through November 1, 2016.

21 Q, Was the Stipulation implemented as designed?
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1 A. No. The Stipulation was subject to the approval of the Rural Utilities

2 Service ("RUS"), an agency of the United States Department ofAgriculture.

3 RUS' review of the Stipulation took longer than anticipated, which caused

4 the FAC credits to be delayed by three months. As aresult, the parties

5 entered into an amendment to the Stipulation (the "Amended Stipulation"),!

6 which extended the FAC credits through the January 2017 service month and

7 which extended KIUC sand the AG's agreement to forgo any challenge to Big

8 Rivers' FAC methodology through February 1, 2017. The Amended

Stipulation was approved by the Commission by order dated September 28,

Case No. 2016-00286, and was implemented according to its terms.

11 KIUC is now again seeking to have the Commission force Big Rivers to

12 change its allocation methodology outside ofa base rate case.

12 111- BIG RIVERS' METHODOLOGY IS REASONABT.F

14 Q. Please describe Big Rivers' methodology for allocating fuel expense for FAC

15 purposes.

12 As described in Big Rivers' response to Item 1of KIUC's request for
17 information in the instant case. Big Rivers uses an overaU system weighted

12 average generation fuel cost to allocate fuel costs between native load sales

19 and off-system sales for purposes of calculating FAC charges.

20 Q. Please explain why Big Rivers' aUocation methodology is reasonable.

9

Amended Stipulation on August 3,2016, as Exhibit 1to its application in Case No. 2016-
UUzoO.
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1 A. Big Rivers' use of system average fuel costs is reasonable and proper.

2 Big Rivers used system average fuel costs to aUocate fuel costs as early as the

3 1980s, and the Commission has explicitly approved the use of system average

4 fuel costs in previous Big Rivers FAC review cases. In Case No. 94-458-A, for

5 example, the Commission explained that "Big Rivers uses system average

6 fuel cost to allocate fuel costs among itsnative load customers and firm off-

7 system customers. It uses incremental costs, however, to allocate fuel costs

8 to non-firm off-system sales."2 The Commission found this methodology

9 reasonable.3 Although Big Rivers generally used incremental costs to

10 allocate fuel costs to non-firm off-system sales atthat time. Big Rivers also

11 used system average fuel costs to aUocate fuel costs to non-firm off-system

12 sales when Big Rivers' Energy Management System was not functioning

13 properly, and the Commission also found thatpractice to be reasonable.4

14 These Commission findings remain vahd at this time.

Additionally, Big Rivers has used its current allocation methodology

16 (which allocates system weighted average fuel costs to both firm and non-firm

17 off-system sales) to estabhsh base rates in each of the rate cases Big Rivers

has filed since the closing of the "Unwind Transaction" in July 2009, whereby18

2Order dated Jime 19, 1996, mIn the Matter of: An Examination by the Public Service Commission ofthe
Vooc ^ Clause ofBig Rivers Electric Corporationfrom November 1, 1994 to April 301995 Case No. 94-458-A, at p. 2; see also Order dated March 5, 1996, in In the Matter of An Examination by the
Public Service Commission ofthe Application ofthe FuelAdjustment Clause ofBig Rivers Electric Corporation
from November 1, 1992 toOctober 31, 1994, Case No. 94-458.
3fee Order dated J^e 19 1996, in In the Matter of An Examination by the Public Service Commission ofthe

C/awje ofBig Rivers Electric Corporationfrom November I, 1994 to April 30
1995,CaseNo. 94-458-A, at pp. 2-5.
*See id. atp. 5.
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1 Big Rivers terminated the lease of its generating units to affiliates of

2 Louisville Gas and Electric Company ("LG&E") and Kentucky Utilities

3 Company ("KU"), took back control and operation of its generating units, and

4 re-established its FAC. This includes Big Rivers' most recent base rate case,

5 Case No. 2013-00199, inwhich its rates were established based on the

6 assumption that fuel costs were allocated for FAC purposes using system

7 weighted average costs, and the Commission found that the rates granted to

8 BigRiverswere fair, just and reasonable.

9 Q. Did KIUC intervene in Big Rivers' baserate cases?

Yes. KIUC intervened in each of the three base rate cases that Big

11 Rivers has filed since the Unwind.

12 Q. Did KIUC or any other intervenor challenge Big Rivers' FAC methodology in

13 any of the base rate cases?

No. Neither KIUC nor any of the other intervenors challenged or

otherwise raised an issue regarding Big Rivers' methodology for calculating

16 its FAC using system weighted average fuel costs. The use ofthis

17 methodology can be seen in the calculation of the off-system sales margins in

18 the financial models used in those case, which Lane KoUen, witness for KIUC

1^ ill file rate cases as well as this proceeding, acknowledged in Case No. 2013-

20 00199.5 AdditionaUy, Big Rivers has had six-month and two-year reviews of

10

14 A.

15

®response to Item 1ofthe Commission Staffs Initial Request for Information inCase No. 2013-
S the Company's coal-fired capacity, the Wilson and Coleman plants have the lowest &el cost perkWh. ^en these p^ts either are shut down or operated as SSRs, the average fuel cost recoverable from customers
throughthe FAC will mcrease ).
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1 its FAC since 2009, and KIUC did not raise the issue until the six-month

2 review opened in2014 in Case No. 2014-00230, which was consolidated with

3 the two-year review opened in 2014 in Case No. 2014-00455.

4 Q. On page 9ofhis testimony, Mr. KoUen complains that "Big Rivers is the only

5 Kentucky electric utility that relies on system average fuel e^ense per kWh

6 to allocate fuel e^ense [between] native load and off-system sales." Is Mr.

7 KoUen correct?

^ I do know. Mr. Kollen is correct that the five other Commission-

9 jurisdictional electric utihties with generating resources, two of which are

10 under common ownership, utihze some form of methodology that involves the

11 stacking of resources and allocating the lowest cost resources to native load.

12 However, with the exception of LG&E and KU, none of these other utilities

13 utihze the same stacking methodology. More importantly, as I explain below,

14 it isnot clear that retail customers on the Big Rivers system would benefit if

15 Big Rivers were to employ a stacking methodology. As far as the other

utihties in Kentucky, I am unaware of the ahocation methodologies

17 they employ, if any.

18 Q. Do you agree with Mr. KoUen that an hourly stacking methodology is the

19 only reasonable methodology?

No. There is no single correct allocation methodology. Presumably, Mr.

21 KoUen believes the approach he utilized to calculate the $770,174 thathe

22 urges the Commission to disaUow is reasonable. But that approach is based
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1 on amonthly stacking that differs from any methodology employed by the

2 other Commission-jurisdictional utihties, including both East Kentucky

3 Power Cooperative ("EKPC") and Duke Energy Kentucky ("Duke"). Further,

4 despite Mr. Kollen's characterization ofthere being an EKPC/Duke

5 methodology,® there is no such thing.'̂ Thus, a lack of uniformity is an

6 insufficient basis for determining whether or not the Big Rivers methodology

7 is reasonable, and an hourly stacking methodology is not the only reasonable

8 methodology.

9 Q. Mr. KoUen alleges that Big Rivers' methodology leads to "unreasonably

10 high" FAG charges in order to "artificially inflateD" off-system sales

11 margins, which "severely disadvantage[s]" native load customers.® Do you

12 agree?

Absolutely not, and Mr. Kollen's descriptions of the impact of Big

14 Rivers' chosen methodology are, at best, extremely misleading. Big Rivers is

15 a not-for-profit Member-owned cooperative. As such, when Big Rivers' base

estabhshed. Big Rivers' off-system sales margins are not shared

with shareholders but rather directly offset the revenue requirement that

18 must otherwise be recovered through its rates to its Members. Thus, the

19 greater Big Rivers' off-system sales margins, the lower Big Rivers' rates to its

20 Members and their rates to their retail customer/members.

6 SeeDirect Testimony ofLane Kollen atp. 5.
' Compare, e.g., Duke Energy Kentucky's response to Item l.b.2-3 ofthe Commission's Staff's Second Request for
Information in Case No. 2014-00229 with the Rebuttal Testimony ofKelly D. Pearce in Case No. 2014-00225 at pp.
17-18.

®See, e.g.. Direct Testimony ofLane KoIIen atpp. 3, 5,11,12, 13, and 18.
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1 Further, changing the amount of fuel costs allocated to native load

2 sales will change the amount of fuel costs aUocated to off-system sales. If less

3 fuel costs are allocated to native load sales, more fuel costs will be aUocated

4 to off-system sales, and vice versa. And aU else being equal, assigning more

fuel cost to off-system sales wUl reduce Big Rivers' off-system sale margins.

Since Big Rivers has no shareholders to absorb such aloss, reducing Big

7 Rivers' off-system margins increases the amount Big Rivers must recover

8 through its rates to its Members. Thus, for Big Rivers, aUocating less fuel

9 costs to its FAC charges equates to higher base rates to those Members. In

10 other words, ifMr. Kollen is correct that Big Rivers' FAC charges are

^̂ unreasonably high as aresult of its chosen allocation methodology, then Big
Rivers' base rates are equaUy unreasonably low.

13 Q. Do you agree with Mr. KoUen's assertion that Big Rivers' Members "are

®3^ced to subsidize the fuel eiqiense incurred to make off-system sales"?^

implication that Big Rivers' Members subsidize off-system

16 sales is absurd. As I just explained, the margins Big Rivers earns on off-

sales offset costs that Big Rivers' Members would otherwise have to

18 pay. Thus, Big Rivers' off-system sales subsidize and lower Big Rivers' rates

19 to its Members.

KoUen similarly claims that Big Rivers' aUocation methodology is

based on his aUegation that "[njative load customers areentitled to

5

6

'Id at p. 18.
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1 the lowest fuel expense because they paid aU aUowed non-fuel costs of owning
2 and operating the generating units, except for some environmental costs

3 allocated to off-system sales through the environmental surcharge."io Later

4 in his testimony, he reiterates this argument:

5 Big Riversn native load customers are entitled to and should be
allocated the lowest fuel costs andoff-system sales should be
allocated the highest fuel costs. This is true because the

8 Company's native load customers are allocated 100% of the
^ allowed fixed investment and non-fuel operating costs of all the

Company's generating units, including the Coleman units that
, „ are shut does, except for certain amounts that are allocated to

off-system sales in the environmental surcharge.''̂

Both of these claims ignore the fact that Big Rivers' off-system sales margins

subsidize Big Rivers' rates to its Members. Mr. Kollen is simply wrong that

Big Rivers Members pay 100% of the non-fuel costs of owning and operating

Big Rivers generating units. Even if all of those costs were included in Big

Rivers' revenue requirement in its last rate case. Big Rivers' margins on off-

18 system sales offset those costs.

Additionally, however, not all of those costs are included in Big Rivers'

20 base rates. In Big Rivers' latest rate case. Big Rivers' rates were established

21 based on the assumption that Big Rivers' Wilson generating station would be

22 idled. Since Big Rivers did not end up having to idle Wilson, there are

23 approximately $26 million per year inoperating costs that are not included in

24 base rates, and are instead recovered entirely from Big Rivers' off-system

9

LO

LI

12

13

14

15

16

17

10 Id. at p. 6.
''M at p. 12.
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1 sales margins. Further, although Wilson's operating costs are not included j

2 Big Rivers' base rates, operating Wilson benefits Big Rivers' Members both

3 through the margins Big Rivers earns on off-system sales fi-om Wilson and

4 through areduction in Big Rivers' system average fuel cost, which in turn,

5 reduces Big Rivers' FAC charges to its Members. Big Rivers estimates that

6 during the period under review, running Wilson reduced Big Rivers' FAC

7 charges to its Members by approximately $650,000. Moreover, Big Rivers is

8 currently not recovering any depreciation expense for its Wilson or Coleman

9 generating stations through its rates to its Members. Thus, Mr. KoUen's

statements thatnative load has paid all non-fuel costs of owning and

11 operating Big Rivers' generating units are patently false.

12 Q. Mr. KoUen claims that "[t]o make these off-system sales, the Company

operated and dispatched its less efficient and more expensive

generating units more frequently, which increased its system

15 average fuel expense per kWh. In turn, this increased the fuel

®^P®^se allocated to native load customers using the Company's

allocation methodology."i2 He further argues, "Under the Company's

allocation methodology, the greater the off-system sales, the greater

19 the increase in the fuel expense allocated to native load customers

10

13

14

17

18

Id. at p. 10.
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1 through the FAC and the greater the subsidization of the Company'

2 off-system sales margins."i3 Do you agree with these statements?

^ Not at all. Infact, the opposite is true. The Big Rivers-owned

4 generating units are dispatched economically by MISO based on the variable

5 cost of each specific unit. Thus, for example, although Big Rivers' Wilson

6 station is not needed to serve native load. Big Rivers runs Wilson for the

7 purpose of making off-system sales. Big Rivers and its Members not only

8 benefit from those off-system sales revenues, but running Wilson has

9 substantially reduced Big Rivers' system average fuel cost and thus has

10 substantially reduced its FAC charges to its Members. Mr. Kollen's

statements to the contrary are without foundation.

12 Q. Is ityour opinion that forcing Big Rivers to switch to astacking methodology

13 would help or hurt its Members?

I'l As I explain in more detail below, so long as changing methodologies is

1^ done as part ofa base ra.te case, any increase or decrease in revenues from

16 FAC charges would be offset by acorresponding decrease or increase in Big

1^ base rates. As such, a change in methodologies, ifdone as part of a

1^ rate proceeding, would result in virtually the same revenues to Big
19 Rivers, assuming allocating additional fuel costs to off-system sales does not

20 result in lost sales.

"/i/. at p. 11.
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1 Q.

2

3 A.

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Do you agree with Mr. KoUen that Big Rivers' FAC charges to its Members

are excessive and unreasonably high?

No. Big Rivers FAC charges during the review period were not

excessive or unreasonable. In fact, Big Rivers' fuel factors used to determine

FAC rates compare extremely favorably to the fuel factors ofthe other

Commission-jurisdictional utilities with generating resources. The chart

below shows each of those utilities' average monthly fuel cost ($/MWh)

allocated to native load customers each month of the current FAC review

period. Big Rivers' fuel factor was the lowest ineach month of the review

period. Supporting details for this chart are provided in Exhibit Durbin_2,

attached to this testimony.

Total Fuel Factors

(S/MWh)

S77.4S

S26.91

S26.tft

iJ7M

S14.S9

S}1.S5

H4.t2 ~Ouh>

-EKPC

12

13

14

Q. Will switching to astacking methodology result in reduced FAC charges,

Mr. Kollen suggests?

as
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1 A. Not necessarily. Several of the other jurisdictional utilities (including LG&E,

^ Kentucky Power Company) that use a stacked cost approach only
3 aUocate incremental fuel costs to off-system sales.i4 The incremental cost

4 approach used by these utilities would only allocate to off-system sales the

5 fuel costs required to produce the additional MWhs of energy needed for the

6 off-system sales and would therefore not include the fuel portion of start-up

7 and no load costs required to bring a unit to minimum generating levels when

8 any portion of that unit is used to serve native load.is Big Rivers' system

9 average cost approach, on the other hand, allocates a portion of all fuel costs

10 to off-system sales, including the fuel portion of start-up and no load costs. If

11 Big Rivers only allocated incremental fuel costs. Big Rivers' Members could

12 actually see higher FAC charges, even under astacking methodology. In that

changing Big Rivers methodology outside ofa base rate case would be

detrimental to BigRivers' Members and their retail customers.

15 Q. IfBig Rivers' current methodology is reasonable, why did it agree in the

16 Stipulation to change to a stacking methodology inits next base rate case?

noted above, assumingthat allocating additional fuel costs to off-

18 system sales does not result in lost sales, and so long as the change in

19 methodologies is made aspartof a base rate case. Big Rivers' overall

revenues should remain unchanged regardless ofthe methodology chosen.

^See, e.g.. Testimony ofRobert Conroy on behalfofKentucky Utilities Company and Louisville Gas and Electric
Company, Case Nos. 2014-00227 and 2014-00228, Nov. 12,2014, Tr. 26'00»-32'29"; Kentucky Power Company's
response to Item 29 ofthe Commission Staff's Initial Request for Information inCase No 2014-00225

See Kentucl^ Power Company's response to Item 29.b ofthe Commission Staffs Initial Request for Infonnation
m Case No. 2014-00225.
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1 IV-IT WOTTTiD RK TTNFAIR. UNJUST AND UNREASONART.F. TO FORCE BTG

2 RIVERS TO CHANGE METHOnOT^QGIES OTTTSIDE OF ABASE RATF:

3 CASE PRQCEEDINO.

4 Q. Please explain why you believe it would be unfair, unjust and unreasonable

5 to force Big Rivers to change methodologies outside ofa base rate case

6 proceeding?

change in methodology outside of abase rate case would hkely result

in an impact to Big Rivers' FAC charges to its Members. Ifthe change in

methodology resiilts in higher fuel costs being allocated to Big Rivers' FAC,

10 and there is no offsetting change to base rates, then Big Rivers' Members and

11 ihsir retail customers would be harmed through higher FAC charges.

I^ Members and their retail customers would also be harmed if

I^ change in methodology results in lower fuel costs being allocated to Big
14 Rivers' FAC and there is no offsetting change to base rates. Unlike the

15 investor-owned utilities. Big Rivers does not have shareholders to absorb

I® impacts to its revenuesJ it is aMember-owned cooperative.

17 Although the Members and their retail customers would see atemporary

18 benefit from lower FAC charges resulting from a change inallocation

19 methodologies outside of abase rate case, such achange, especially if

20 accompanied by arefund of amounts already collected, could force Big Rivers

21 to file for emergency rate relief, and the costs of filing and prosecuting such a

22 case could easily outweigh that temporary benefit.
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1 Moreover, such achange outside of abase rate case would negatively

2 impact Big Rivers' cash flow and credit worthiness. Big Rivers lacks funds to

3 make refunds to its Members. And, Big Rivers' margins are currently less

4 than what the credit rating agencies believe is appropriate. Big Rivers was

5 downgraded to a non-investment grade credit when the two smelter contracts

were terminated in 2013 and 2014, and currently is a non-investment grade

credit. Since then. Big Rivers continues to take decisive steps toward being

8 restored to an investment grade credit, as required by its 2009 RUS

9 Agreement. In their credit reports on Big Rivers, the rating agencies

S&P and Fitch) all indicate the need for Big Rivers to improve its

11 margins, leverage, liquidity, etc. Unfairly impacting Big Rivers' credit

12 worthiness by forcing Big Rivers to change methodologies outside of a base

13 rate case would also negatively impact Big Rivers' efforts to regain its

14 investment grade credit rating and its ability to borrow at favorable rates,

15 which would ultimately increase Big Rivers' rates to its Members and their

16 rates to their retail customers.

17 Q. Are there other reasons why requiring achange in methodology outside of a

16 base rate case is unreasonable?

Y®®- I^equiring a change inthe fuel cost allocation methodology
20 without also making a corresponding change inBig Rivers' base rates would

unreasonable because it would violate the matching principle, which, asI

22 understand it, is a long-standing ratemaking principle designed to ensure
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1 that autility^s rates are not increased or decreased by achange in asingle

2 cost or revenue component without consideration of that change's effect on

3 other cost and revenue components.

4 The Commission's FAC regulation can operate as a stand-alone rate

5 making procedure, allowing the Commission to make certain changes ii

6 utihty's FAC charges without impacting base rates, but in away that is

7 consistent with the matching principle. For example, because some of the

8 fuel costs themselves are excluded from the calculation of base rates, the

9 Commission can disallow unreasonable fuel costs without impacting the

10 determination of base rates. Thus, disallowing unreasonable fuel costs would

create a mismatch between the revenues and costs used in the

determination of base rates, thereby not violating the matching principle.

On the other hand, changing the methodology used in allocating costs

for purposes of calculating FAC charges does not just impact FAC charges; it

15 also impacts the base rate calculation. Changing the allocation methodology

16 affects the amount of costs allocated to off-system sales and would change the

17 off-system sales margins used in the determination of base rates. As such,

18 changing the allocation methodology only for purposes of the FAC without

19 making acorresponding change in base rates would violate the matching

principle by creating amismatch between the fuel costs used in determining

the FAC and the fuel costs (and corresponding revenues) used in determining

22 base rates.
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1 Thus, because Big Rivers' fuel cost aUocation methodology affects not

2 only FAC charges but also the calculation of Big Rivers' base rates, the

3 matching principle requires that any changes to that methodology be

4 considered inthe context of Big Rivers' overall financial circumstances ina

5 base rate case, including whether Big Rivers' rates are still fair, just and

6 reasonable with sucha change.

7 Q. Ifachange in Big Rivers' allocation methodology is made during abase rate

8 case, would the Members' effective rate change?

^ Because Big Rivers is a notTor-profit cooperative, the Members'
10 net effective rate would be the same regardless of the methodology used as

11 long as the methodology was changed during abase rate case, all else being

12 equal. It would therefore be unfair, unjust and unreasonable to change the

^®lliodology for calculating the FAC outside ofa base rate case.

14 Q. Why did Big Rivers decide not to file a base rate case in2016 as indicated in

15 the Stipulation in Case Nos. 2014-00230 and 2014-00455?

During 2014, Big Rivers made significant margins on off-system sales

Polar Vortex. At the time the Stipulation was written. Big Rivers

fihng a base rate case in 2016. Big Rivers anticipated that it

19 woTild be able to request that Wilson depreciation expense be brought back

20 into rates without having to raise Member rates due to expected favorable

system sales margins. However, the off-system sales prices realized

Ibe Polar Vortex of2014 did not hold, and filing a base rate
case in
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1 2016 would have resulted in a rate increase. As such, Big Rivers decided to

2 wait to file a base rate case.

3 V. IF THE COMMISSION RF.QTTIRES ACHANGE TN ATJ.nnATTnM

4 METHODOLOGY. IT SHOTTT.p NOT ORDER A RTCFTTNn

5 Q. On page 5of his testimony, Mr. Kollen recommends the Commission disaUow

6 $770,174 in FAC charges and order Big Rivers to refund that amount, plus

7 interest. Please explain why it would be inappropriate for the Commission to

8 order a refund even ifit forces Big Rivers to change its allocation

9 methodology.

noted above, the Commission has approved Big Rivers' use ofthe

11 system average fuel costs allocation methodology inpast FAC review

12 proceedings. Ifthe Commission requires achange in Big Rivers' fuel cost

13 allocation methodology, itshould do so only prospectively because ordering a

14 refund would be unreasonable and arbitrary.

1^ VI-MR. KOLLRNTa CAT.CULATJQN OFFTJFJ. EXPENSE TS FLAWED

1® Q* Why is Mr. KoUen's calculation offiiel expense flawed?

1"^ A. For one, Mr. Kollen claims that, "[t]o the extent possible, the

18 Commission should require a consistent methodology for the allocation of fuel

19 expense to native load customers among all Kentucky electric utihties."i6 Yet,

20 when calculating fuel expense for Big Rivers, he utihzes a methodology

Direct Testimony ofLane Kollen atp. 18.
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1 employed by no other utility. According to Mr. Kollen, EKPC and Duke both

2 utihze hourly stacking, but Mr. KoUen utilized a monthly stacking, even

3 though he claimed to be using the "EKPC/Duke methodology.''̂ ^

4 While the specifics of the other utilities' methodologies require a more

5 detailed understanding of their processes than Big Rivers possesses, I am

6 aware that at least some of the other utilities aUocate only incremental fuel

7 costs and that other utihties allocate firm purchases to native load before

8 allocating any lower-cost generation. It appears that Mr. Kollen has not

9 chosen these approaches, and has instead chose the method, which differs

fi-om both EKPC and Duke's methodologies, that causes the most harm to Big

11 Rivers ifdone outside of a base rate case, as Mr. Kollen urges.

12 Q. Please explain any specific flaws in Mr. Kollen's fuel expense

13 calculation.

Mr. Kollen incorrectly assigned his stacking order to the Big Rivers

units, and he failed to consider the contract that Big Rivers has with the City

16 of Henderson for the Henderson Municipal Power &Light Station Two

17 ("Station Two") generating units. In designing astacking methodology for

18 Big Rivers, itwould be reasonable to take into account which units Big Rivers

to serve native load and whichunits are onlyoperated for the

20 purpose of off-system sales. Big Rivers has acontract with the City of

21 Henderson for Big Rivers to operate and take power from Station Two. Big

10

14 A

15

"W. at pp. 13,15.
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1 Rivers does not own the Station Two units and books the expenses related to

2 these units as purchased power. While Big Rivers' rights and obhgations

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

with respect to Station Two are in dispute and subject to ongoing

negotiations with Henderson, Big Rivers has acontractual obhgation to

operate these units, and Henderson demands that the units run regardless of

the economics. The power Big Rivers has taken pursuant to those contracts

should be aUocated to the Members first. Mr. Kollen incorrectly assigned his

stacking order to the Big Rivers units by not first allocating the Station Two

purchases to the Members, and he failed to explain why uniformity is

10 important only when itis to Big Rivers' detriment. Although Big Rivers is

11 not-for-profit, it is still aprivate utility entitled to fair, just, and reasonable

12 rates just as any investor-owned utility is.

13 Q. IfBig Rivers implemented Mr. KoUen's stacking methodology, but correctly

14 aHocated the costs ofStation Two, how would Big Rivers' FAC charges

15 change?

A. For the six-month period under review. Big Rivers' FAC charges to its

17 Members would have increased by $802,469 as shown in Big Rivers' response

18 to Item 10 ofKIUC's request for information in the instant case.

19 Q. Are there other specific flaws in Mr. KoUen's calculation?

Yes. Mr. KoUen's calculation andhis recommended refund amount

21 include the months of January 2017 through April 2017. However, in the

22 Amended Stipulation, KIUC agreed, with certain exceptions, that it would
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1 not "contest, seek achange in, or oppose the manner in which Big Rivers

2 allocates FAC costs between native load and off-system sales in any

3 Commission proceeding initiated prior to February 1, 2017, or for any FAC

4 review period prior to February 1, 2017."i8 Thus, KIUC is inviolation of the

5 Amended Stipulation by requesting a refund for January 2017, and KIUC's

6 request for a refund for January 2017 should be stricken from the record

7 and/or denied.

^ VII. MR. KOLLEN MISCHARACTERIZED THE {R.STl.lll CRFBTT

9 PROVIDED TO THE MEMBERS FOR 15MONTHS THRQUCxH TTTB FA P.

10 Q. Please e3q)lain the $311,111 credit provided to the Members for a 15 month

11 period through the FAC.

1^6 Stipulation, BigRivers maintained that its current FAC

13 methodology and practices were reasonable, but desired to aUocate certain

14 margins to its three Members. Mr. KoUen mischaracterized the credit inhis

15 direct testimony, stating that the credit "compensated customers for the

16 monthly difference between the two allocation methods .. . ."i9 This

17 characterization is completely inaccurate. As Big Rivers made clear in the

18 Stipulation, "Big Rivers believes its current FAC methodology and practices

19 are reasonable, but desires to allocate certain margins to its three

Case No. 2016-00286, Amended Stipulation §2.
See Direct Testimony ofLane Kollen atp.4.
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1 distribution cooperative members."2o I similarly stated in my direct

2 testimony in Case Nos. 2014-00230 and 2014-00455 that was provided to

3 support the Stipulation that "Big Rivers continues to beheve that its current

4 methodology is reasonable and that requiring Big Rivers to change to a

5 stacking methodology outside of a base rate case is unreasonable.

6 Nevertheless, Big Rivers is in aposition to allocate, and desires to allocate,

7 some margins to its Members."2i

Is ityour position that the $311,111 credit was not provided to compensate

the Members for the difference in methodologies as stated by Mr. Kollen?

10 A. Yes. The credit definitely was not provided to compensate the Members for

the difference in methodologies. As I stated in my testimony during the

hearing for consoHdated Case Nos. 2014-00230 and 2014-00455 on June 2,

2015,22 Big Rivers desired to return margins to its Members. Big Rivers

14 negotiated with the parties to derive an amount that was acceptable. From

Rivers perspective, the decision for the amount and timing was driven by

16 how much margins Big Rivers felt it could refund to its Members and over

17 what timefi-ame in order to ensure continued viability. And the amount

was a negotiated amount?' it was not a calculated amount.

19 VIII. CONCLITSTON

20 Q. Do you have anyconcluding remarks?

8 Q.

9

11

12

13

See Case Nos. 2014-00230 and 2014-00455, Stipulation and Reconnnendation at p. 2
22 ^^®.Nos. 2014-00230 and 2014-00455, Direct Testimony ofLindsay N. Baixon at p. 4See Hearmg Testimony, June 2,2015, Case Nos. 2014-00230 and 2014-00455, Tr. 11:04'30".
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1 A.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13 Q.

14 A.

Yes. The fact that other utilities inKentucky use an hourly stacked

cost approach to allocate fuel costs to off-system sales does not make Big

Rivers current allocation methodology unreasonable because Big Rivers'

Members and their retail customers are not adversely affected by the use of

the current methodology instead of a stacked cost methodology. But they

could be adversely affected ifBig Rivers is forced to adopt a stacked cost

methodology outside ofa base rate case. Therefore, the Commission should

approve Big Rivers' continued use of its current methodology until Big Rivers

files its next rate case, and deny KIUC's requests that Big Rivers be forced to

change methodologies outside of a base rate case and that Big Rivers be

ordered to refund with interest an amount Mr. Kollen calculated utihzing a

different methodology.

Does this conclude your testimony?

Yes.
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Expense

Month

Nov-16

Dec-16

Jan-17

Feb-17

Mar-17

Apr-17

Case No. 2017-00287

Exhibit Durbin_2
Page 1 of 5

Big Rivers Electric Corporation

FAG Review (Case No. 2017-00287)

Comparison of Total Fuel Cost Allocated to Native Load Customers by Utilities In KY During 6-Month Review Period

Big Rivers Electric Corporation

FAC Factor

Base Fuel Factor (Excl. FAC Credit)'̂ ' Total Fuel Factor

($/MWh) ($/MWh) ($/MWh)

s 20.93 S 0.28 $ 21.21

$ 20.93 $ 1.67 $ 22.60

$ 20.93 $ 1.35 $ 22.28

$ 20.93 $ 1.73 $ 22.66

$ 20.93 $ 0.91 $ 21.85

$ 20.93 S 0.49 $ 21.42

AEP-Kentucky Power Company

Base Fuel Factor

($/MWh)
FAC Factor

($/MWh)
Total Fuel Factor

($/MWh)

$ 27.25 $ 2.36

$ 27.25 $ 1.03

$ 27.25 $ 0.93

$ 27.25 $ 0.44

$ 27.25 $ 0.35

$ 27.25 $ 0.49

$ 29.61

$ 28.28

$ 28.18

$ 27.69

$ 27.60

$ 27.74

Excludes monthly creditsof $311,111 included in Form Afilings for the November and December 2016 expense months.
(2) Excludes monthly credits of$683,877.16 included in Form AFilings forthe expense months of December 2016 through April 2017 for

prior period refunds per Commission's Order in Case No. 2016-00234.

See calculations below.



Duke Energy Kentucky

Expense

Month

Base Fuel Factor

{$/MWh)

FAC Factor

(S/MWh)'̂ '
Total Fuel Factor

($/MWh)

Nov-16 $ 29.12 $ (5.80) $ 23.32

Dec-16 $ 29.12 $ (3.06) $ 26.05

Jan-17 $ 29.12 S (3.78) $ 25.34

Feb-17 $ 29.12 $ (5.16) s 23.95

Mar-17 S 29.12 $ (6.87) $ 22.25

Apr-17 S 29.12 S (6.47) $ 22.65

Case No. 2017-00287

Exhibit Durbin_2
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East Kentucky Power Cooperative

Base Fuel Factor

(S/MWh)
FAC Factor

($/MWh)
Total Fuel Factor

($/MWh)

$ 30.14 $ (3.92)

$ 30.14 S (3.23)

$ 30.14 S (3.98)

S 30.14 $ (7.39)

$ 30.14 S (4.86)

$ 30.14 S (5.32)

$ 26.22

$ 26.91

$ 26.16

$ 22.75

$ 25.28

$ 24.82



Kentucky Utilities

Expense

Month

Base Fuel Factor

{$/MWh)

FAC Factor

($/MWh)
Total Fuel Factor

($/MWh)

Nov-16 $ 28.92 $ (6.39) $ 22.53

Dec-16 $ 28.92 $ (3.53) $ 25.39

Jan-17 $ 28.92 $ (1.87) $ 27.05

Feb-17 $ 28.92 $ (4.26) $ 24.66

Mar-17 S 28.92 $ (4.33) $ 24.59

Apr-17 $ 28.92 $ (4.88) s 24.04

Case No. 2017-00287

Exhibit Durbin_2
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Louisville Gas & Electr c

Base Fuel Factor

($/MWh)
FAC Factor

($/MWh)
Total Fuel Factor

($/MWh)

$ 27.25 $ (3.24)

$ 27.25 $ (1.29)

$ 27.25 $ 0.23

$ 27.25 $ (2.07)

$ 27.25 $ (3.92)

$ 27.25 S (2.76)

$ 24.01

$ 25.96

$ 27.48

$ 25.18

$ 23.33

$ 24.49



Duke Energy

Expense Month

Total Fuei Cost w/

Prior Period

Correction

Prior Period

Correction

Total Fuel Cost

Excluding Prior

Period Correction

Dec-16 $ 8,390,715.12 S 683,877.16 $ 9,074,592.28

Jan-17 S 7,944,047.33 $ 683,877.16 $ 8,627,924.49

Feb-17 $ 6,194,298.10 $ 683,877.16 $ 6,878,175.26

Mar-17 $ 6,373,648.86 $ 683,877.16 $ 7,057,526.02

Apr-17 S 5,741,376.21 $ 683,877.16 $ 6,425,253.37

Big Rivers

Expense Month

Total Fuel Cost w/

Prior Period

Correction

Prior Period

Correction

Total Fuel Cost

Excluding Prior

Period Correction

Nov-16 $ 4,707,021.00 $ 311,111.00 $ 5,018,132.00

Dec-16 $ 6,555,174.00 $ 311,111.00 $ 6,866,285.00

Case No. 2017-00287

Exhibit Durbin_2
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Total Sales

(MWh)

Total Fuel Factor

(Excl. Prior Period

Adjustments)

($/MWH)
Base Fuel Factor

(S/MWh)

348,315.447 $ 26.053 $ 29.117

340,461.039 $ 25.342 $ 29.117

287,160.082 $ 23.952 $ 29.117

317,252.437 $ 22.246 $ 29.117

283,666.941 $ 22.651 S 29.117

Total Sales

(MWh)

Totai Fuel Factor

(Excl. Prior Period

Adjustments)

($/MWH)
Base Fuel Factor

($/MWh)

236,599.577 $ 21.209 $ 20.932

303,760.321 S 22.604 $ 20.932



Duke Energy

Expense Month

FAC Factor (Excl.

Prior Period

Adjustments)

$/MWh)

Dec-16 S (3.064)

Jan-17 $ (3.775)

Feb-17 $ (5.165)

Mar-17 S (6.871)

Apr-17 $ (6.466)

Big Rivers

Expense Month

FAC Factor (Excl.

Prior Period

Adjustments)

S/MWh)

Nov-16 S 0.277

Dec-16 $ 1.672

Case No. 2017-00287
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